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winsoft spol. s r.o. shareware new 22 feb 2020. description. delphi and c++ builder bluetooth library
for android. bricksoft skype vcl component v.1. delphi and c++ builder library for communicating
with hid usb devices. delphi/c++ builder 5 - 10.3 and lazarus 1.8.4; source code included in full
version. 05-jan-2020 - winsoft usb library for android v1.3 full source developer team - the best site
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bricksoft skype vcl component v.1. delphi and c++ builder library for communicating with hid usb
devices. delphi/c++ builder 5 - 10.3 and lazarus 1.8.4; source code included in full version.
05-jan-2020 - winsoft usb library for android v1.
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